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A young FBI star (Leon) is sent to hunt down a most dangerous man - a terrifying legend hated and feared by
both the law and the criminal underworld alike. A man called Big Ugly. Leon and Big Ugly engage in an
epic struggle, but unlike the poor souls before him, Leon lives…barely. Big Ugly disappears like a ghost
leaving Leon a broken man with only a scrambled head full of bad memories. Years later, a degenerate
criminal stumbles upon Big Ugly’s hidden compound. A raving band of nasty individuals are assembled.
Leon gets the call to go undercover and join this team of psychopaths to ensure Big Ugly is brought to
justice…but nothing is what it seems. A breakneck pulp action thriller, GETTING UGLY will twist your
head like a pretzel leaving you struggling to guess what happens next, but so much fun you won't want it to
end.
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From reader reviews:

Diane Adams:

Often the book Getting Ugly has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of benefit. The book was authored by the very famous author. Tom makes some research before
write this book. This specific book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after perusing this book.

Dennis Fleenor:

This Getting Ugly is great reserve for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
have always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it data
accurately using great arrange word or we can claim no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but hard
core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having Getting Ugly in your hand like finding the
world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no book that offer you world throughout ten
or fifteen small right but this e-book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. busy
do you still doubt that?

Chad Smith:

Is it an individual who having spare time and then spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just lying down on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Getting Ugly can be the answer, oh
how comes? The new book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your free time by reading in
this new era is common not a geek activity. So what these publications have than the others?

Steven Green:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is created or printed or illustrated from each source that will filled update of
news. On this modern era like right now, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From
media social like newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
looking for the Getting Ugly when you essential it?
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